Using time-to-onset for detecting safety signals in spontaneous reports of adverse events following immunization: a proof of concept study.
Disproportionality analyses (DPA) are widely used in pharmacovigilance for detecting safety signals from spontaneous reports of adverse events. In these analyses, time-to-onset (TTO; the time between vaccination and the onset of the adverse event) is rarely considered. Our objective is to assess the potential use of TTO to improve signal detection (SD). Adverse events were defined as signals for a vaccine if the TTO distribution was significantly different from the distribution of other events for the same vaccine and from the distribution obtained with the same event for other vaccines. Distributions were compared within a time window of 30 days by using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. With the use of the product label as a proxy of true positive safety signals, TTO SD was compared with a standard DPA method (based on stratified empirical Bayesian geometric mean) for an oral live pediatric vaccine (Rotarix™) and an inactivated adult vaccine (Fluarix™). With the use of the GlaxoSmithKline spontaneous reports database for Rotarix™, 10 Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities preferred terms were identified as signals, and among them, five were listed in the product label. The DPA method identified only three preferred terms from the label, that is, TTO SD showed higher sensitivity and specificity. For Fluarix™, TTO SD also showed higher sensitivity but lower specificity. This TTO SD method is complementary, conceptually and practically, to more traditional DPA and does not share the major drawback of DPA known as the masking effect. Higher sensitivity and/or specificity can be achieved using TTO SD.